
Careering out
of the crisis
Your guide to a happier and

more fulfilled working life.



Well, there’s no doubt that we’re all

being challenged in ways that we’ve

never been before and are having to

adapt quickly to this new crazy and

uncertain world.

There’s no question it’s an incredibly

tough time, and as a recruiter we’re

regularly hearing from those who find

themselves through no fault of their

own facing potential redundancy, a

contract abruptly halted, or being told

that they are no longer starting in that

long awaited new job. It’s brutal.

Businesses are making tough decisions.

And some are doing better than others

at remembering that we are all human

and need to be treated with kindness,

fairness and integrity. Emotions are

running high – we are all having to

deal with such uncertainty over our

jobs, our income, our businesses, and

where we’ll all stand at the end of it.

But, while we can’t change the cause,

the one thing we can change is how we

react to it. 
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Scotland and beyond. She
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Easy to do? No. Worth

working at? A resounding YES!

So, for everyone sitting at

home when they would

normally be at work, we’re

providing a “Careering out of

the crisis” Guide to offer some

practical advice and support to

help you regain control over

your careers in a world where it

seems all control has been

taken away. To prepare you for

when this is all over.

Which it will be. I get this may

not be for everyone as we all

deal with things in different

ways, but I would encourage

you to take advantage of the

precious time that you might

have right now to think

strategically about your life and

how you want your career to fit

into it. The way we have all had

to adapt during this crisis will

surely change the future of

working practices, so it’s worth

considering how you might

choose to spend your days

going forward. When this is all

over and the clouds lift, you’ll

be in better shape to head

towards the life and career you

really want. 

Tip No. 1  Holding up

the microscope

So let’s start preparing for your

next chapter… Perhaps now is

the time to ask yourself if

you’ve been sleepwalking in

Holding up the microscope



your career, only to find that

when you have time to think

about it, you discover the

uncomfortable truth - you’ve

not really been using your

talents or making the most of

your potential.

So, take the time to consider

the next three important things

as a starting point;

The honest state of play

Before this pandemic began,

were you happy in your current

role? The way you answer this

may well depend on how you

view work altogether of course,

whether you’re a realist or an

idealist, but while no job will

bring you sheer joy every day,

it should provide you with a

sense of purpose and bring

both energy and engagement

to your daily life. So, take time

to reflect on your past month

at work before all this began

and write down the situations

you felt really engaged and

absorbed. And then think hard

about what tasks you were

specifically doing at the time.

Next, reflect on whether the

task/activity actually energised

you... 

Sometimes, we can be highly

engaged, but the activity is

draining. We need to work out

what both engages and

energises us in a positive way.

Take the time to answer this

honestly. It will help bring

clarity to the aspects of your

role you really enjoy (and those

you don't) and how much time 



this is currently occupying (or

was).

Personality

Your personality and the role

you choose, the company you

work for, the team you are part

of and the boss you work for

are absolutely connected.

Your personality provides

strong clues about what might

be best suited to you. So, a

good starting point is to really

understand yourself. The more

you understand how you tick,

the more you’ll stop beating

yourself up for not being

someone else and start to

recognise and value your true

strengths and which

environment is best suited to

you. It is so much easier to go

with the grain.

At Denholm, we use an online

behavioural assessment for our

clients and candidates, but

there are many free online

personality tests, that you

could start with and I’d suggest

you give them a go. (16

personalities offers a

“freakishly accurate description

of who you are and why you do

things the way you do.")

Values and behaviours

Businesses who treat people

fairly and with compassion

throughout this period will

come out stronger at the end of

this. And while the word

“values” is heavily overused by

organisations, I am sure we will

all have a much clearer idea as

to whether the companies we

work for - when push comes to

shove - actually behave in line



with their values.

We see each other’s values way

more clearly in challenging

times.

So, I’d ask you to think about

your own values – maybe try

and write down a top 5.

Think about words that matter

to you the most and then look

to see if they are matched with

your current employer, or

indeed use it as a guide to help

you identify where they may be

better suited.

Tip No. 2  Mapping

your journey

They say “what got us here

won’t get us there”...

 

Mapping your journey

What are you best at doing?

List three things that make

you stand out from others. We

all have them, but sometimes

we simply don’t notice what

we’re really good at – it’s called

being unconsciously

competent. So take the time to

get that clear.

What skills have you

developed? You’ll have

developed many skills along

the way, but try to write down

3 specific skills that make you

successful at what you do?

You can start by asking your

friends or colleagues – through

Zoom of course! Consider

which skills you’d like to 



improve, the underdeveloped

skills, and write them down

too.

If you want a forward-moving

career we all need to keep

developing our skills. Some

may be ones you’ve never had

the chance to develop, or some

may be ones you need to

simply get better at. I’d suggest

there is never a better time to

think about online learning

and I’ll direct you to some

resources in Tip No 3.

What are the things that you

do currently that engage and

energise you the most? And

you would never want to give

up. These are the musts for any

future career and you need to

know and be able to articulate

them clearly with specific

examples to any future 

employer, so get used to talking

about them and delighting

other people with your

enthusiasm!

What would I really like to do

if money were no object?

We can often get stuck in the

“But I need the money”.

I am not saying it’s not

important, it is vital to work

out what you actually need,

particularly in these times, but

it’s rarely the primary

motivator to a career move. So

another way to look at it is by

thinking ahead to where you

could be financially in a few

years if you keep learning and

moving forward. So, allow

yourself the freedom to be

creative in what you’d really

like to do if money were no

object. 



Mindset

I can’t overestimate the

importance of mindset in our

career choices and career

success. A lot of barriers to

great careers are more to do

with the stories we tell

ourselves. So it’s important to

get to grips with what’s really

holding us back. Insecurity is

everywhere – no one is

immune. So, be honest with

yourself every time you make

an assumption about why you

can’t do something. The “Yes,

but…...” phrase seems familiar?

Notice it when it happens. A

change of mindset can make a

world of difference. So, we’ve

started to map out our journey

and you should be able to 

articulate what you’re really

good at and what you most

enjoy doing. You may not have

all the skills right now at your

fingertips – but you can learn

them. And now is the perfect

time to start doing so if you

can.

Tip No. 3  Futureproof

your skills

First off – a bit of a personal

mantra - if you want to be

successful in whatever you

choose to do, you need to

provide more value to your

customers than anyone else

does in your space.  So be

constantly upskilling no matter

where you are on the curve of

your career.

Futureproof your skills



Do the research. Become an

expert in your chosen field

through a consistent approach

to self-learning. But first, make

sure you’re comfortable with

the basics of how to adapt to

this new online world. From

how we once managed our

time at the office, to how we

communicate with our teams,

much has changed – probably

forever.  So, whether you're

working remotely or preparing

for a new role, certain skills are

essential for the changing face

of work.

Technical (I don't mean

coding!)

At the moment, most

businesses we have spoken to

have online conferencing

embedded into their teams,

whether it's Zoom,  Skype or 

even Google Hangouts - you

may be asked to pick up brand

new tools like Slack,

FreedCamp or Miro (for the

early-adopter). So how do you

navigate all this new stuff?

Dive in. Sign up with your

personal email address and

create a free account so you can

play with the features and work

through any video tutorials

they will offer you when you

log in for the first time. Don't

skip them, no matter how

simple they seem.  

Play! Did you know Zoom has

a filter to soften features on

camera and the option to

change your backdrop to the

Golden Gate bridge or any

photo you want to upload?

The more you play with

features on these platforms,



the better you will be at

navigating and troubleshooting

when technical issues arise.

(And for those of you

actually are looking for courses

on coding, The Google Digital

Garage has a 46 Data and

Tech courses to choose from.)

Communication

Online conferencing comes

with a new set of challenges

that requires us all to advance

our communication and

netiquette skills. Some are

obvious, like instead of leaving

your phone at your desk before

you go into a meeting, now you

should turn off your

notifications so you're not

constantly 'pinging' in

someone's headphones!

Phones, kids, cats, dogs, even

setting your coffee cup down

on your desk can be picked up

by a mic, so mute yours when

others are speaking, to avoid

any background noise

distracting your team. It's

unlikely you had to check the

lighting when you were

catching up with your

colleagues in a centralised

office or have a set agenda or

PowerPoint presentation at

every meeting. However,

presentation skills and meeting

management are going to be

key to getting things done

when you're working in

distributed teams.

The principles of an effective

presentation haven't changed.

They are more valuable than

ever in our strictly online

environment to promote

engagement. Meetings will be 



more reliant on effective

presentations that enhance

communication and help

generate ideas among all

members of the group. Udemy,

for example, has a variety of

courses designed to help

people improve their

presentation design and

communication skills.

Time Management

This is by far the biggest

change in a lot of people’s lives

at the moment, whether you’re

trying to pack your day with a

new fitness regime, online

courses and calls to family and

friends or your schedule is now

packed with work normally

spread amongst a team of

people. Time management is

not just the key to getting

things done but also creating

space for everything else. 

Shutting down, logging off and

putting away our devices is

more important than ever. But

I would be lying if I said that

part is easy in the current

situation! Finally, learnability

(the ability to learn at speed) is

said to become the most sought

after skill over the next 10

years. So, start the habit now.

And for the immediate

future bringing creativity and

emotional intelligence to an

increasingly online world are

essential.  These are the human

traits that machines can’t

replace.  So worth checking

out MindTools on building

Emotional Intelligence and

there are so many good TED

Talks on this subject too. There

is so much you can be doing

right now to prepare for a new 



new working life and so many

fantastic resources from which

to learn.

Tip No. 4  Create your

personal brand

“Personal branding is the

process by which individuals

differentiate themselves by

identifying and articulating

their unique value proposition,

then leveraging it across

platforms with a consistent

message and image to achieve a

specific goal. In this way,

individuals can enhance their

recognition as experts in their

field, establish reputation and

credibility and advance their

careers.”

Create you personal brand

In other words, what people

see, hear, experience and sense,

all go towards building a

picture of the kind of person

you are. 

Humans make judgments

about one another relatively

quickly, so it’s important to

show your audience clearly

who you are and what you can

offer. So it would be worth

taking the time to review your

CV and all your social media

platforms.  LinkedIn, in

particular, focuses on

professional networking and

career development, so it is

vital that you have the right

message out there for your

prospective audience.



You need to know what

you're aiming for

What are your goals in life and

how might your ideal role help

you achieve them? Try to

think beyond salary. Often

self-esteem, recognition and

responsibility are just as

important in helping people

feel like they’ve achieved

something in life. Knowing

what you’re aiming for makes

that target easier to hit and

gives you clear motivations at

an interview.

your passions, hobbies,

interests and you’ll discover

that just like a product, you are

a marketable brand.

Discover your

marketability

If you look at your professional

knowledge, skills and abilities

as though you were the

employer, what conclusions

would you draw? Add to this - 

Perception test

Just as the products on a

supermarket shelf use

packaging to help customers

choose, you need to think

about how you might be

perceived by the wider world

and what you can do to

maximise your impact, beyond

an interview.  Equally, do your

research on any future

employer. Find out if the

company does what it says on

the tin. What does their

employer brand say about

them? 

First impressions count

You only get one chance to 



make a first impression.  In

addition to any CV, employers

and recruitment agencies will

scan social media for further

information.  What will they

find?  Will it make them think

more or less favourably?  Will

your online reputation,

personal and professional

relationships, help or hinder

your application? The internet

never forgets, so make sure

you’ve done your homework

around your future employer’s

needs and what they might be

able to find out about you,

ahead of an actual meeting.

Think about the personality

traits you might require to

excel in the job you’re applying

for. What unique skills could

you bring that might make you

stand out from the

competition? And always look 

at your online self through the

eyes of your potential

employer.

Checklist

Google yourself and review the

entries - because your

audience, future employees,

will too!  If you have social

media accounts such as

Twitter, Facebook or LinkedIn,

scan the last few months’

worth of entries and make sure

your profiles reflects a positive,

professional message and are in

line with what you are trying to

achieve.   We see so many

talented people who are simply

not selling themselves

effectively enough for the role

they are looking to be hired

for.   Now I know we Scots are

often rather uncomfortable

about blowing our own 



trumpets, but you need to see

yourself the way you’d like

others to see you.  Whilst

always being truthful and

authentic.

Fake it 'til you make it

The mantra of 'behave like

you’re already in the position

you want' is a good one.  How

you market yourself

communicates your brand to

the waiting world and while

you need to do this honestly,

acting confidently, dressing

appropriately and sounding

knowledgeable, all go a long

way to shaping perceptions. 

People live and breathe brands

but often personal brands are

forgotten about or treated as an

afterthought. 

Remember, future employers

want to know that you are

passionate about the job you’re

applying for and expect to find

evidence of this on and offline.

And these days this applies just

as much to finance, HR and

other key professionals for

whom personal and

communication skills count

just as much as technical ability

as they rise up the career

ladder.

Know and read relevant

industry publications to stay

informed

Be involved in networking

events related to your field

Where relevant, participate

in online groups and forums

for your market

Share valuable content and

posts created by others, leave

comments and join social

media conversations. The 



more engaged you are, the

better, but make sure it’s

appropriate to the job, market

and/or industry you want to

work in.

Tip No. 5  Network

from your armchair

Most people don’t like the term

“networking”. It makes you

think of an uncomfortable

experience, where you are

supposed to be dishing out

business cards or delivering an

elevator pitch.  So, the starting

point, whether it’s face to face

or online, is to think about it as

simply connecting with

people.  The best kind of

networking is not directly 

Network from your armchair

focused on getting a new role –

it’s a much more relaxed

agenda around connecting with

interesting people, giving as

much as taking and asking

more than telling. When the

opportunity arises, however,

you’ll need have a clear and

succinct message ready so you

leave a positive and memorable

impression. You only get a

minute to make a lasting

impression, so whether on the

phone, face to face or through

social channels – make them

count. With most of us at home

right now, this could be the

best time to grow your online

community. Online

networking is a great way to



increase your visibility amongst

the right target audience and

make those important and

helpful connections. 

So now that you’ve set your

goals, whether that’s finding a

new role or building your

brand, and you’ve decided on

the audience and messaging -

it’s time to get online with

LinkedIn, Facebook, Bumble

Bizz or whatever platform is

best suited to the type of

connections you want to make.

(And if you’re going down the

personal website route check

out; Wix, WordPress or Square

Space). 

Some of the same rules apply

to building a website and a

LinkedIn profile that will help

you network and build your

online presence.

Inbound Networking

Keywords in your

profile/website are a great

place to start if you want

people to find you. As well as,

generating content – blogs,

vlogs, updates all relating to

your brand messaging and

including your keywords, can

not only help attract visitors to

your profile but prove you’re a

credible source of expertise.

Make sure you fill out your

LinkedIn profile fully. It

sounds obvious but most

people, especially those who

have been in the business for

many years, only post a job title

and leave out job descriptions

that could be full of valuable

keywords. If you’re missing a

background photo, an About

section, or even the 



opportunity to post a blog,

video or links in the Featured

section, now is the time...

Outbound Networking

Otherwise, the easiest way to

communicate with a contact

that you’re interested in

meeting is... Share. Like.

Comment. Whenever I notice

someone new sharing, liking, or

commenting on a post I’ve

published I automatically click

on their profile to find out

more about them. You’ll also

get a message from LinkedIn as

to who has viewed your profile

and it’s a good opportunity to

connect with them on the basis

that they were interested in

you or something you were

posting about. Webinars are

also a great way to make

introductions. If you’ve just

watched a fantastic webinar

that’s a great opportunity to

drop them a compliment to say

how much you enjoyed it and

ask to connect. Also keep the

chat option open – if you see

someone asking great questions

you want to connect with, take

the opportunity! Reviewing

your close connections and

taking a look at who they are

connected to can also open

some doors, but be mindful

that you’re not bothering

people for introductions. I

wouldn’t encourage you to

send a cold connection.

Popping up out of nowhere

with no clear purpose can

generate a negative reaction....

and it’s a great way to set

yourself up to fail.  Rather, ask

questions of people you know,

ask for introductions, and give 



people a reason to connect.

Online networking perhaps

doesn’t give you the same

advantages of seeing someone

face to face where you can

gauge mood and receptiveness

to your approach, but as long as

you’re polite, professional and

mindful of their time you

shouldn’t have any problem

growing your community.  And

remember the theory of six

degrees of separation - you can

reach anyone in the world in 6

jumps!  So, target your desired

individuals and find a way!

Finally, when COVID-19 has

passed, there will be a chance

to continue the conversation

offline, but so much can be 

Tip No. 6  Master your

online interview

In the past, we’ve supported

many of our clients with online

interviews and video profiles to

get a shortlist of top candidates

that they would inevitably 

Mastering your online interview

achieved without leaving the

comfort of your armchair. We

have had many clients recruit 

throughout this crisis without

ever being in the same room as

their future employee – the

hiring process has been done

entirely online.  So, keep

connecting, keep building your

network, and keep adding

value wherever you can.  Your

new career awaits.



meet in person. But now, we all

have a new and very real

reliance on video to replace the

routine face to face model of

interviewing. Let’s get the

obvious out of the way first...

First and foremost, you need a

solid internet connection for

video. You can run a free

internet speed test, just by

typing that into Chrome. If it’s

over 4 Mbps, then you

shouldn’t have any problems.

Depending on what video

platform your interviewer is

using, you may need to create a

profile or download an app. We

use Zoom to avoid all that

unnecessary hassle. Now that

you’re online, set up your

laptop or phone in front of a

light source - preferably

natural. You should be facing

the light, not to one side of it or 

with it behind you, casting

shadows. Once you’re situated

so that your camera is at eye

level, you can prepare the shot.

This is important, really take a

look at what’s in the frame - is

there a cluttered background

that needs tidying up, is the

pattern on your shirt

distracting? We all need to be

mindful that even though we

are in a completely different

room from the interviewer,

we’re creating an even more

visual, and potentially

personal, rendering of ourselves

than if we were meeting

someone face to face in their

office. It goes without saying

that you should check your

sound is working properly and

if you’re going to be using

visuals or a presentation -

check that your screen share 



option is working and those

elements are easily accessible.

Now, that we’ve covered the

basics - let’s look at how you

can set yourself apart from

everyone else...Whether you

have one interview or ten, it

would be ideal to have a

dedicated space for online

meetings. If that’s not possible,

here’s how to create your own

studio, anywhere...

Space  

In any great film studio you

have different backdrops,

professional cameras, lighting

and sound in a tailored space.

Recreating that in a busy house

will take a bit of effort! So the

first thing I would do is take

look around to see what

comfortable and quiet spaces

are available. After all, this is

for an interview so you need to 

be relaxed, focused and

undisturbed. Once you’ve

decided on the best spot, that’s

when it’s time to set up your

laptop or phone to look at

what’s being viewed in the

frame. Your camera should be

at eye-level, so you may need

to prop up them up with a few

books, if you don’t have a

stand. Make sure you can see

your head and shoulders in the

frame before you tackle

lighting.

Lighting

As I said before, natural light is

the best but if you don’t have

that available in your 'new film

studio', a lamp will work in

place of common overhead

lighting that can be quite harsh

on camera. Again, things we

would never have given a

thought to before can make a 



huge difference, so position the

lamp in front of you to see how

it lights you, but don’t assume

that’s the only spot it can go!

Move it around and check to

see where it lights you best. If

you have two lights, position

them one on each side to create

some balance. If you don’t have

a lamp to play with and your

overhead lighting is casting lots

of shadows, you can get really

technical and try bouncing

light from a torch off a sheet of

white paper or the wall to get a

softer lighting effect. The key

is to play about with it. You

may see yourself only using

these techniques once but it’s

likely we’ll be moving to a

much more online focused

environment, so these tricks

could become part of the ‘new

norm’.  

Sound

You’ve set up in a quiet spot to

avoid disturbances on your

end, but it’s also important to

have the right tools to make

sure you can fully interact with

your potential employer. The

easiest way to limit

interruptions is by investing in

a pair of headphones with a

mic. This is an excellent way of

containing the sound and

ensuring you can hear and be

heard properly.

Screen Presence

Once you’re satisfied with your

uninterrupted space, lighting

choices and sound, it’s time to

look at your presence.

Introduce yourself, do you

appear professional and

engaging? Or are you

distracted by your background

or what you’re wearing? We 



would always recommend

wearing suitable clothes for an

interview, whether it’s

corporate attire or business

casual, don’t skip this tip just

because they can only see your

shoulders - but instead of

focusing on the perfect

ensemble, look at flattering

colours. Normally, you

wouldn’t have the opportunity

to wear colours that

complimented their offices, so

take the time to get your

interview wardrobe right. If the

backdrop in your ‘new film

studio’ is a white wall, avoid

wearing a white shirt. Make

sure whatever you’re wearing

doesn’t clash with your

background and avoid patterns

that can buzz on camera. Once

you’re happy with your attire,

take a closer look at other

presentation factors – are your  

glasses creating a glare on

camera? Does your beard need

a trim? We all know that what

looks great in person can be

quite a different story than

what works on screen, so look

critically at makeup choices

and grooming when you’re

viewing yourself on camera.

Practise makes (close to)

perfect

Now that you look the part, it’s

time to practise... If you’re

comfortable with people face

to face but nervous on camera,

I would get everything set up

and then minimise your face

onscreen, so your eyes aren’t

drawn to looking at yourself.

Focus your eyes on the

interviewer, I’ve seen a few

places that encourage you to

look directly at the camera, but

that isn’t necessary. It’s much 



If you have any questions or would like to find out
more about our Career Transitioning Support -
please feel free to contact me directly.

NICKI  DENHOLM

more likely that you’ll be more

comfortable speaking to a face than

trying to be animated and engaging

staring at a black dot, so position the

frame of the interviewer just under the

camera instead. Video interviewing

also gives you an opportunity to record

yourself answering a couple questions

and seeing where your presentation

strengths lie and what might need

work. This shouldn’t become an in

depth critique of every pore or an

attempt to be perfect. What you want

to create is a sincere impression of you

on your best day.  

So take the time to get your setup right,

practise, and relax! 

nicki@denholmassociates.com


